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application containerization platform that
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images, such as Linux, Windows, and Solaris.
Containers are also well suited to cloud-native

environments. Containers do not impose a
proprietary API on developers and are better

suited for mobile than VMs or bare metal.
Containers can be shared among developers,

which enables data-center clustering and
provides a way to "deliver the same application

to a great many users." What is Container
Linux? Container Linux is a minimal set of tools
that can be used to deploy various linux tools,
environment, and libraries to build software

inside containers. Container Linux is designed
to make it easy to set up a build environment.
What is Docker Commons? Docker Commons is

an open source Docker platform for creating
applications for container-based workloads.

Docker Commons provides functions to build
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Docker images, execute Docker containers, and
communicate to create and manage Docker

workloads. What is Docker Containers? Docker
Container is a linux virtual machine that can
encapsulate software and bring it to other

systems. Containers can be launched on the
operating systems that are available.

Containers are lightweight and allow the host to
run multiple containers on a single machine.
Containers are isolated and independent of

each other. It consists of a number of features
such as networking, CPU and memory

management, storage, data, and process
isolation. They are designed to be self-

sufficient. What is Docker Compose? Docker
Compose is a way to create, destroy, and

manage containers through a powerful, easy to
use, and platform-agnostic command line tool.
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It also ensures that containers are designed for
scaling or are built from high quality images
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